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THE COUPLING THROUGH UNITARITY 

OF THE NN AND NN* CHANNELS 

ABSTRACT 

We present a formalism to calculate the nucleon-nucleon 

interaction with contributions from the NNTT channel in the 

isobar approximation for the NIT system. In order to write 

dispersion relations for the T = 1, J = 0 amplitudes, we 

study the complex singularities that are present in the 

Born amplitude for the production process. We use the N/D 

coupled channels method for the helicity partial wave amp¬ 

litudes and write the explicit equations for the T = 1, 

J = 0 amplitudes taking into account, through a simplified 

model, the contributions of the complex singularities. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this thesis we will study the effect of an inelastic 

channel on the nucleon-nucleon interaction in the context 

1 2 
of S-matrix theory. ' We have chosen the NN* channel be¬ 

cause the N* production dominates the experimental data 

3 
after the elastic region and thus we expect it to have 

greater influence on NN elastic scattering than the other 

inelastic channels. This N* is the lowest of the Nir res¬ 

onances, with JP = 3/2+, I = 3/2, mass of 1238 MeV and a 

width of about 125 MeV. In potential scattering by a triv¬ 

ial calculation, one can see that, below the inelastic 

threshold, an inelastic channel does influence the ampli¬ 

tude. This influence is given by an always attractive, 

potential. We want to study the analogous situation in 

relativistic S-matrix theory. 

There is little doubt that the inelastic channels 

can cause an enhancement in the amplitude (and cross sec¬ 

tion) in the elastic region near and below the inelastic 

threshold. There are several theoretical models that pre¬ 

dict such enhancements and also experimentally several res¬ 

onances are observed near the inelastic thresholds of a 

reaction. 

The three most important enhancement causing mechanisms 

predicted by the theoretical models are the mechanism due 

to strong coupling between elastic and inelastic channels, 
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the threshold effects due to a rapidly rising inelastic cross 

section, and finally the mechanism by which a bound state in 

the inelastic channel decays into the elastic channel. 

The first mechanism is proposed by Cook and Lee (CL).^ 

It assumes a strong coupling between the elastic and inelas¬ 

tic channels due to unitarity and resonances are produced 

when the system has virtual oscillations between the two 

channels. In this way, the elastic channel can resonate 

(virtually) into the inelastic channel at energies much low¬ 

er than the inelastic threshold, though it will be near to 

this threshold where the sharper resonances are possible. 

At energies above the inelastic threshold, unitarity also 

4 5 damps the elastic cross section. An interesting feature 

is that in the limit of very strong coupling between the 

elastic and inelastic channels, the amplitudes for two and 

three particle scattering actually become decoupled. This 

happens because the amplitude for transitions between the 

channels becomes zero as the coupling is too strong for a 

channel to make a permanent transition into the other channel. 

7 8 In the second mechanism ' , one has that a rapidly ris¬ 

ing production amplitude produces resonances near the pro- 

8 duction threshold. Ball and Frazer showed that the second 

and third TTN resonances are explained by this mechanism. 

If the production amplitude led to the production of stable 

particles, then there would be very sharp cusps at thres¬ 

hold; but, due to the fact that one has the production of 
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unstable particles which have a mass distribution about a 

certain value, the cusp is rounded and becomes what Nauem- 

9 10 
berg and Pais call wooly cusp. It turns out that the 

prominence of the cusp depends on the strength of the elas¬ 

tic inelastic coupling; and also, they are more prominent 

when the production amplitude leads to particles in a low 

orbital angular momentum state. As the coupling increases, 

the cusp still remains but the appearance of the inelastic 

channel is more gradual. 

11 12 
The third mechanism ' assumes that one can effective¬ 

ly separate the channels and if the three particle system 

is such that it can have a bound state, then as one "turns 

on" the coupling between the elastic and inelastic channels 

the virtual bound state decays and is seen as a resonance 

in the elastic region, usually not very far from the inelas¬ 

tic threshold. This mechanism can explain^ the irA res¬ 

onance as a bound state in the KN channel. We do not expect 

this mechanism in our problem because there are no bound 

13 states m the NNir system. 

In coupled channels calculations, the system that has 

been better studied is the nN, 8, 10, 14, 15 jn 

order to reduce the complexity of the calculations, only 

the effects due to the three body system being in a two 

particle (pN or N*n) state have been considered. The inter¬ 

action leading to the pN channel has a longer range than 

than leading to a irN* channel since it can proceed by one 
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pion exchange while the latter cannot; and thus the more 

important inelastic channel is the pN. Ball, Frazer, and 

Nauemberg (BFN)^ and Cook and Lee^ derived the N/D equa¬ 

tions for this two channel problem. Their solution would 

give relativistic amplitudes which include the effects of 

the inelastic channel. Later in this paper we will discuss 

this further. 

Now we turn our attention to the NN interaction. We 

give a brief review on some of the more recent theoretical 

calculations. 

Besides the short range effects of the NN interaction, 

the intermediate range, i— < r < —, (y is the mass of the 2y M 

pion), is also heavily dependent on other than OPE inter- 

16 
actions. The intermediate range properties of the NN 

interaction include the contributions from exchange of 

mesons heavier than the pion and two pion exchange (TPE). 

17 
Scotti and Wong do one channel calculations using the N/D 

method with input consisting of the Born amplitudes corres¬ 

ponding to the exchange of the ir, the pseudoscalar n (I = 0), 

and the three vector mesons, p (I = 1) , w (I = 0) , <j> (I = 0) 

with masses ranging from 140 MeV for the pion to about 1020 

MeV for the <f> meson. They consider these as stable particles 

They also consider the exchange of the a meson (1=0, sca¬ 

lar) , but as this resonance has not been observed, they also 

calculate the exchange of an S-wave mr system and observe 

that both contribute significantly to the intermediate range 



attractive force. They obtain a good fit with data up to 

388 MeV, but the value they obtain for some of the para¬ 

meters does not agree very well with experimental values, 

the main discrepancy probably being in the mass of the p 

meson, for which they obtain 591 MeV while the experimental 
TO 

value is around 770 MeV. 

19 Coulter, Scotti, and Shaw calculate the effect of the 

inelastic channels on NN scattering by doing a one channel 

N/D calculation with the amplitudes modified by an inelas¬ 

tic factor n which is fixed by experimental data. Their 

results agree with the results of Scotti and Wong for 

Elab £ ^00 MeV, but show appreciable deviation for higher 

energies and they conclude that for ^ > 300 MeV inelas¬ 

ticity should be taken into account. 

A semi-phenomenological theory which can be fitted very 

well to the experimental data is Feshbach and Lomon's "Bound 

20 ary Condition Model". In this potential model of the NN 

interaction, a fixed radius rn is found (at about i—) such 
u 2y 

that for distances greater than r^ a local potential is 

calculated from the amplitudes for boson exchanges while 

the potential for r < r^ is represented by an energy inde- 

21 pendent boundary condition on the wave function at r^. 

This model is not entirely phenomenological and the energy 

independent boundary condition can be derived from poten¬ 

tial scattering assuming inside r^ maximum nonlocality and 

strength of the interaction compatible with causality, also 
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assuming a very general model for the core (that the poten- 

20 
tial does not vary very much with energy). This model is 

not relativistic and is intended to work up to about 350 MeV. 

21 
Lomon and Feshbach include some two pion exchange contri¬ 

butions but their effect is ambiguous as several cancella¬ 

tions are present. They do not include any inelastic chan¬ 

nels although the BCM can be applied to coupled channels 

21 22 calculations and actually some have been performed m 

KN scattering, including the NK* channel. 

16 
Sugawara and von Hippel (SvH) develop a simple idea 

to calculate the effects of the inelastic channels on elas¬ 

tic NN scattering in their paper where they develop zero 

parameter potentials for the NN interaction. Theirs is a 

non-relativistic theory so obviously it cannot be expected 

to be very realistic near the inelastic threshold. In their 

theory, they take into account the OPE amplitude, the exchange 

of vector mesons, and the contributions from modified OPE 

amplitudes corresponding to the NN y NN* and NN y N*N* 

processes. The modification of the OPE amplitudes for the 

production amplitudes consists in introducing a cutoff fac¬ 

tor which is fixed by the N* production cross section. In 

their work, they fix no parameters with the NN scattering 

data but nevertheless they find good qualitative agreement 

with phenomenological potentials. SvH then calculate the 

potentials by taking the Fourier transforms (in momentum 

transfer variable) of the non-relativistic limit of the 
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amplitudes, and from the Schroedinger equation for coupled 

channels for definite partial waves, they obtain an effec¬ 

tive potential from the potentials calculated from the amp¬ 

litudes. They find that the inelastic channels contribute 

an attractive intermediate range (^- < r < ^-) potential 

which is of the same order of magnitude in that region as 

the potential due to vector meson exchange and, for very 

short ranges, r < •^, the repulsive vector meson potential 

dominates. For long ranges, r > i, the potential due to 

the inelastic channels is larger than the vector meson ex¬ 

change potential. 

The effect of the inelastic channel has also been studied 

23 in relativistic models. Shephard studies the effect of 

the NN* channel on the elastic region of NN scattering with 

the determinantal method, which is an approximation to the 

N/D method (it is the N/D method letting N equal the Born 

amplitude) and does not take into account the effects of the 

complex cuts which are present in the production amplitude. 

Shephard calculates the J = 2+ amplitudes for the NN »- NN, 

NN NN*, and NN* > NN* processes with the only driving 

force being the OPE amplitude for NN > NN*. He finds that 

a cusp near the inelastic threshold can occur depending on 

the values of the strength of the coupling between channels 

and on the width of the N but for the experimental value of 

rN* he finds that the cusp is so wooly as to be virtually 

undetectable experimentally. In addition, he finds that the 
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real part of the phase shift is close to 90°, even for rN* 

near the experimental value, indicating a resonance; but 

experimentally the value of the phase shift in that region 

is on the order of 10°, the large discrepancy probably 

being caused by the neglect of the NN »- NN, NN* >■ NN* 

forces and of other exchanges which contribute to NN »- NN*. 

19 Coulter, Scotti, and Shaw , as a comparison, obtain that 

the real part of the phase shift does peak between 400 and 

500 MeV and its value there is about 16°. 
4 

Leung also does a study of the NN* effect with the N/D 

method. He also neglects the contribution of the anomalous 

cut but he estimates it, by replacing the cut by two poles, 

23 
to be on the order of 3%. Shephard also gives a rough 

estimate, but his value is very large, comparable in magni¬ 

tude to the contributions of the cuts on the real axis. 

1 24 
In our work we use the N/D ' method to obtain relativ- 

25 26 
istic helicity partial wave amplitudes ' which satisfy 

unitarity. As we have said above, we will only consider one 

inelastic channel, the NN*, because the interactions leading 

to it are the longest ranged (OPE) and also because the NN* 

production is the most important experimentally. The effect 

of this inelastic channel will therefore be felt in the 

T = 1 NN scattering amplitudes (since the NN* can only be 

coupled to T = 1 due to conservation of isospin). The in¬ 

put to the N/D equations will be the OPE amplitudes, i. e., 

the (antisymmetrized) amplitudes corresponding to the fol- 
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lowing diagrams: 

N N N 

N N N 

Thus, the resultant amplitude for the process NN* >- NN* 

will be just the part of it due to the coupling between 

27 
channels. This simplifies the problem to be solved. 

By taking only the OPE pole as driving force in the NN 

2 8 
interaction , we are neglecting the other singularities in 

the crossed channels such as other boson exchange poles and 

also the multipion logarithmic singularities (which, if done 

exactly, include the exchange of the pion resonances). Since 

all of these neglected singularities lie further away from 

the physical region, we expect that their contributions to 

2 6 
the amplitudes will be smaller than the OPE contributions , 

especially for higher partial waves; this is a large approx¬ 

imation since we have seen that, e.g., vector meson exchanges 

are important, but we are mainly trying to see the effect 

of the inelastic channel and not calculate realistic ampli¬ 

tudes. Actually, in lowest order the calculated amplitudes 

will give the contribution of the following diagram 

N 

N 

N 

N* 

N 

14 
so part of the effect of the two pion exchange is included. 
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Furthermore, we will subsequently add directly the contri¬ 

bution of heavier meson exchange amplitudes which do not have 

complex singularities. 

We take into account the three body.aspect of the prob¬ 

lem only in the fact that we take the N* to be unstable and 

this enters only in some kinematical factors (see Sec. V) 

when we assume that the width of the resonance is small al- 

14 though it is not. By varying the width we should get an 

idea of the validity of the approximation. The dynamical 

cuts will be those with the N* mass fixed at 1238 MeV. 

In Section II we present a brief description of the N/D 

method for a one-channel partial wave amplitude. Here we 

consider the case where the left and right hand cut do not 

overlap and lie on the real s axis (where s is the square 

of the energy in the CM system). For the production ampli¬ 

tudes the cuts on the physical sheet are not as simple. 

There we have overlapping cuts and one must be very careful 

in setting up the N/D equations. This is discussed further 

in Section V. 

In Section III we study and define the helicity states 

and amplitudes for the processes NN NN and NN > NN* 

and we also state our kinematical conventions. With these 

definitions and conventions, we proceed into Section IV 

P ± where we calculate the OPE J =0 partial wave helicity 

amplitudes for the above processes. 

In Section IV we also study the analytic structure of 
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these Born amplitudes, which we need since in the N/D method 

one takes the dynamical cuts of the exact partial wave amp¬ 

litude to be all those of the corresponding partial wave pro¬ 

jection of the Born amplitude. 

In Section V we treat the N/D formalism for the coupled 

channels. There we also discuss briefly the complications 

due to the anomalous cuts in the production amplitudes and 

we present a model which approximates the effect of the 

anomalous cuts and will simplify the numerical work. With¬ 

in this model, we obtain the integral equations for the 

J = 0* amplitudes but we do not solve them here. We expect 

that the solutions of this model will give an estimate of 

the effects of the NN* channel. 

The thesis includes several appendices where we do some 

of the explicit calculations and include some transformation 

tables for amplitudes between LS states and helicity ampli¬ 

tudes. Also in Appendix E we present an example of a func¬ 

tion to illustrate some of the properties of the OPE produc¬ 

tion amplitude. 

This thesis intends to be a basis for our later work, 

which will incorporate fully the effect of the NN* produc¬ 

tion on NN scatterings. Also we will include the other boson 

exchanges to this problem and this can be done easily within 

the formalism in Section V. 
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II. THE N/D METHOD 

In this section we derive from Cauchy's integral formula 

the N/D equations for a partial wave helicity amplitude. 

Let F(s) be a partial wave helicity amplitude where s is 

a real analytic function on the s plane except for branch 

cuts for real s. F(s) satisfies elastic unitarity and this 

gives it a kinematical cut on the right hand side, beginning 

at s^ which is the threshold for the reaction. This is not 

the complete unitarity cut. This cut is for unitarity in 

the s channel, and unitarity in the crossed channels will 

be neglected except for the one pion exchange pole terms 

which are the nearest singularities to the physical region 

for NN scattering. F also has dynamical cuts for s less 

than a real constant sa which are due to unitarity in the 

crossed channels. Now if we assume E(s) goes to zero as 

s >■ «>, we can write an unsubstracted dispersion relation 

for F if we assume that the above two cuts are the only 

regions where F is not analytic. If F does not go to zero 

at oo f we can still write substracted dispersion relations 

if we have that F diverges at most as a polynomial in s. 

For the discontinuity in F across the dynamical cut, one 

takes generally the discontinuity in the first Born approx¬ 

imation due to a one particle exchange, and the unitarity 

relation gives us the discontinuity across the right hand 

cut. Then the dispersion relation gives us an amplitude 
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with the correct analytical structure but incorrect thres¬ 

hold behavior. This is easily seen since the integral over 

the dynamical cuts is the Born amplitude which does have 

the correct behavior at threshold and it cannot cancel the 

nonvanishing contribution at threshold of the integral over 

the kinematical cut. In fact, it seems that even if we had 

as input the exact dynamical discontinuity, the resulting 

29 amplitude would not have the correct threshold behavior. 

This becomes apparent when we consider the fact that the 

dispersion integral equations generally do not give a unique 

solution so the threshold behavior is a property which must 

be built into the amplitude. 

Generally, the desired amplitude must have zeroes of a 

given order at threshold and then we introduce the function 

p(s) with zeroes of order m at threshold and such that it 

goes to a constant as s »- 00. We write dispersion rela¬ 

tions for M(s) = F(s)p 1(s) and this assures that F(s) has 

at least the zeroes of p(s) at threshold. In our case, where 

we consider J = 0* amplitudes, we do not need to fix the thres 

hold propeties but we still need a p-type factor to remove 

certain kinematical singularities which are present in the 

helicity amplitudes. This is considered in the next sections. 

The integral equation for M(s) provided by the dispersion 

relation is not linear, but we can obtain instead of a non- 

linear equation a pair of linear integral equations. 

We do this by expressing M(s) as a quotient of two 
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1 24 "30 
functions ’ ' , M(s) = N(s)/D(s) such that D(s) has the 

unitarity cut and is analytic elsewhere, and N(s) is analyt¬ 

ic except where M(s) has dynamical cuts. Both D(s) and N(s) 

can be taken to be real analytic functions. M can always 

be expressed in this manner for we can let 

where 6 is the phase shift and thus D(s) is real analytic 

with branch points at s^ and 00 only, and in the physical 

region it has the phase exp(-ifi). This is easily seen since 

for st < s < 00, therefore, D(s) has the unitarity cut of M 

for sfc < s < “. Now with D(s) given by (1), we define 

for s e R. 

The equations we obtain for N and D are linear integral 

equations, usually of the Fredholm type, which are easier to 

solve than the equation for M. 

So now let us suppose M is the (partial wave helicity) 

amplitude for a one channel process and that its only cuts 

as a function of s are a right hand cut due to unitarity and 

a left hand cut due to the two particle interaction. The 

D(s) = exp (1) 

D(s+ie) 

= |D(s+ie) |e_i6(s) 

and 
D(s-ie) = |D(s-ie) |ei<S 

= |D (s+ie) le'*'5 ^ 

N(s) = M(s)D(s) and it has the dynamical cut and is real 
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unitarity cut is that one due to two particle intermediate 

states only. Let the right cut be for s < s^., and the left 

hand cut be for s > s , then 
cl 

discR D (s) = JT- [D (s+ie)-D (s-ie) ] 

= N(s) discR [M(s)] ^ s > s^. (2) 

since N(s) is continuous for s > s^. Analogously for N(s), 

discT N (s) = discT M(s) D(s) s < s^ (3) 
IJ JLi a. 

Using (2) and (3), we can write dispersion equations for 

N and D if we assume that they are analytic everywhere, ex¬ 

cept for the above cuts and that they go to zero for large 

s. We use Cauchy's integral formula, 

D(s) 1 /ds' 
2jri / s'- 

-s r' 
[D(s1+ie)—D(s1 —ie) ] 

-1 
s,_s N(s') discR M (s) (4) 

and analogously, 

1 / ds' N(s) = [discL M (s ') ] D(s') (5) 

In general, we cannot assume that lim D(s) = 0, so the 
s-»-<» 

above equations are not correct. However, we can assume at 

least initially, that lim (s-so) '''D(s) = 0 where s is a 
S->-°o 

constant, s < s < s., and then we have 'a o t 

.A* 

D(si + _1 
s-s 2i\i 

. 1 / dsl. d.sc EMsM 
!=; 1 — s s 1 — R 7T I c; 1 — Q d 1 — Q 
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& 

s-s 
D (s) = D (s ) + — 

O TT 
ds 

(s'-s)(s'-sQ) 
disc D(s') (6) 

Now let 

AL(S) = discL M(s) 

AR(s) = discR M(s) 

and then 

D (s) = D(Sq) 

and 

N(s) = ^ 
7T 

Let B(s) = - 

ds'ds" 
AL(S") D (s" ) AR (S') 

(s"-s*) (s'-s) (s'-So) 

AT (S') X 

ds- N(s,,) AR(s,,) 

s"-s' s"-s 

s^ V5'* then 

N(s) ='D(^Q)B(S) + -2 

ir 

ds'ds" 
(s'-So) 

(s'-s) (s11 —s 1 ) 
X 

AL(S') N(S") Ar(S") 

(7) 

- D(SQ)B(S) 

-$l [BUM -^1B«s)] 
N(s') AR(S') (8) 

These are the N/D integral equations for the numerator 

and denominator functions, N and D. They possess a number 

of desirable properties; for example, the solutions are 

independent of the substraction point SQ and independent 

of the constant D(Sq); the integral equation for N has a 
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non-singular kernel and for reasonable choice of B and A 

is Fredholm. The many channel generalization we will event¬ 

ually use provides us with a symmetric (time reversal invar¬ 

iant) scattering matrix. These are the features which make 

the N/D equations with an approximate left hand discontin¬ 

uity a desirable dynamical model and we will find other ad¬ 

vantages as we go on. 
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III. THE HELICITY AMPLITUDES 

In this section we first construct the helicity states 

for the N and N* and then define the amplitudes between 

these states. The helicity, being the component of the 

total angular momentum in the direction of motion is invar¬ 

iant under proper Lorentz transformations and changes sign 

under coordinate inversions and thus we will have relativ¬ 

istic amplitudes. 

A. HELICITY STATES 

The N* is a resonance with J = 3/2, I = 3/2 and in this 

section we will study the treatment of the field operator 

representing such a particle. 

The simplest way to represent a spin 3/2 field is by 

coupling a vector and a spinor field and requiring it to 

satisfy certain subsidiary conditions that will cancel the 

3132 J = 1/2 part. ' We will proceed analogously for the 

isospin part, but we will do it separately. Thus, we write 

the field for the N* as 

t|>N*(x) = [^(x), ^(x), i|/2 (x) , </>3(x)] = i|T (x) 

where each ^ is a Dirac spin 1/2 spinor and p is a vector 

index =0, 1, 2, 3 and oc is a spinor index = 1, 2, 3, 4; and 

we require the field to satisfy 

(i* + "> 08*61.<X) = 0 p—0, 1, 2, 3 (1) 
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and (Y
U
) cg’J'gp = 0 • a = 1, 2, 3, 4 (2) 

These are the Rarita-Schwinger equations for a spin 3/2 field 

From (1) and (2) we see that satisfies the Klein- 

Gordon equation and also we see that 

(iy 8 )'J' = -Miji y y v v 

• 0 = y Y 3 | = 2d ip y y 9 = 23 • • v y y v v v y v y v v v 

3 (x) = 0 (3) ® • v V 

The subsidiary condition in this form will be very useful 

in our calculations. The subsidiary conditions insure that 

in the non-relativistic limit ij) is just the spin 3/2 part 

of the coupling of a vector and a spin 1/2 field. . 

To get the configuration space representation of the 

spin 3/2 field, we then write 

Vx> 

where p = 
*o 

M 3/2 
E 

5o 1= -3/2 

I 2, 2' .Jm +p 

{a(p,X)co (p,A)e-ipx + 

b+(p,X)v^(p,X)eipx) 

and where a(p,A) destroys an N* in a helicity state (p,A) 

and b (p,A) creates an N* in a helicity state (p,A) and 

wy(p,A), v^(p,X) are the solutions to the Rarita-Schwinger 

equations, written in the helicity representation. 
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Then we can write 

+ V2 
to (p,X) = E <1, 1/2, 3/2; X-X ' , X'f X> 
M X'=-1/2 

(p, X-X ' )u(p, X ') (5) 

where u(p,X) are the usual Dirac equation solutions in the 

helicity representation, and j^, 3' m2f m are 

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 

The e (p,X) are the spin 1 vectors and they must satisfy, 

because of (3), 

pyep (Pf
x) = 0 

eJ(p,X)eM(p,X) = -1 

(6) 

(7) 

For a particle at rest we have 

1 
ey(0, ± 1) = ± ✓2 

0 0 
1 E„(0, 0) = 0 
i y 0 
0 1 

and to obtain (p,X) we must apply first a Lorentz trans¬ 

formation to e (0,X) so as to get the vectors for a particle 

moving with momentum p = (E - M ) 2 along the z axis and 

then we rotate them so as to give them a direction parallel 

to p. We will work m a coordinate system where <j> = 0, 

i.e., p lies in the x-z plane. Then 

ep (Pr X) = R(0, 6, 0)L^(pz)ev(0,X) 

where [Lv(pz)] = E/M 0 0 P/M 
y 0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 0 
P/M 0 0 E/M 
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and R(0,0,0) = exp(-iGJy) 

and we get 

ep(p,±l) 

o 
COS0 

±i 
-sen0 

0 
COS0 

0 
-sen0 

ey(P/0) 

0 
0 
1 
0 

0 
sen0 

0 
COS0 

P/M 
E/M sene 
0 

E/M cos© 

The helicity spinors u(p,A), A = ±1/2, p in the x-z 

plane making an angle 0 with the z axis are obtained in 

the same way. 

ufpz^) = 

where xx = L 

(O' 

E+M 
2M 

l 
pa. 

E+M 

and x2 = MI 

for A^ = 1/2 

for A£ = ”1/2 

. 0 
and then, u(p,A^) = exp(-i-^o )u(pz,A^) 

u(p, Aj^) 

 1 
E+M 
2M 

Xi<e) 

2pA • 

E+M Xi(6) 

where 

xx(e) = I cos0/2l 
\ sen0/2| 

and x2 (0) = -sene/2 
cos0/2 

The isospin part of the N* field is treated similarly. We 

use the three isospin = 1 polarization vectors in isospace 

e/l) , ?(0), and e(-l), where 

(8) 
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e(±l) 

-1 0 
±i e (0) = 0 
Oj 1 

and we write 

N* 
1 

++ 

N* 
l 

N* 
1 

0 

N* 
l 

ei(!)xi/2 

/3 Ei(0)xl/2 + /3 ei(1)x-l/2 

/3 ei*“1)xl/2 + /3 ei(0)x-l/2 

= e.(-l)X_1/2 

where x1/2 = [J1 

x-l/2 = |l 

a I. 1/2 isospinor 

a Ij = -1/2 isospinor. 
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B. HELICITY AMPLITUDES FOR NN •* NN AND NN -> NN* 

We have the following process which will be described 

in the center of momentum system 

1 + 2 -> 3 + 4 

and particle i has momentum p^. We will use the Mandelstam 

variables, which are 

2 2 2 s = (p^ +p2) 
=(P3 +P4) = W r the square of the energy 

2 2 t = (p, -p_) =(p9 -p.) , the negative of the momen¬ 
tum transfer 

u = (p1 -p4)
2=(p2 -P3)

2 

Now, in the CM system we have that 

Pi'tvfi) 

and P1 - p = ~P2 and P4 - p' = -p3 

where we let p' lie in the x-z plane. We then have 

2 2 t = m^ + m^^E^E^ - 2pp'cos0 

2 2 u = m^ + m4~2E^E4 + 2pp'cos0 

and P = iw A^W' mlf m2^ p' = lw A*W' m3' m4* 

where A(W, a, b) = [(W+a+b)(W+a-b)(W-a+b)(W-a-b)]^ 

Throughout the thesis we let 

m = mass of nucleon 
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M = mass of N* 

y = mass of pion 

Let particle i be in a helicity state with helicity X^. 

Then the helicity amplitude is given by the T-matrix element 

T (X4 X3 X2 Xj) = <X 4 X 3|T[X! X2> 

and we define the partial wave helicity amplitudes for a 

25 26 
given total angular momentum J by ' 

T(X4 X3 X2 XX) = r-K I (2J+1) <X4 X3|TJ(S)|X1 X2>d^ v pp j Ay 

where X = Xi~X2, y = X4-X3 and normalized such that 

(1) 

(0) 

= |T(A4 X3 X2 Xx) I2 . (2) 

where we defined T1^ (X4 X3 X2 X^) = <X4 X 3 | TJ (s) | X1 X2> 
1 

d(cos0)T(X4 X3 X2 XiJd^ (w;0) (3) A y 

In terms of this partial wave helicity amplitudes, the S- 

matrix element is given by 

<X4 X 3 | S*^ (s) | X x X2> = 6^ 462,3 
+ 2iJ 

* <X4 X 3|TJ(s) |X1 X 2> 

where 

<EfinalJfMfX* n|s|A,X2EJM> = 6 (Ef-E) «JJf 6^ 
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In the helicity formalism, we have simple relations be¬ 

tween the amplitudes due to the space-time symmetries. 

Let P be the parity operator, T be the Wigner time re- 

25 
versal operator, we then have that 

P-1SP = S and T_1ST = S_1 

and as 

PlJMXj A2> = m T12 (-1) J“Sl_S2 | JM, -Xlf -A 2 > (4) 

and 

T|JMA! A2> = (-1)J”M|J, -M, X1 A2> (5) 

where T\^, S^ are intrinsic parity and spin of particle i, 

then one has 

<“AI4 - A 3 | Tj | - A ! -A2> — 
rlcr

<^4 3 | [ A i A2> y 

< Ai A2lT
J|A4 A 3> = <A4 A 3|TJ|A 1 A2> (in the inverse 

process) 

where 

(6) 

(7) 

^3^4 q j_q _q _q 
n =   (-l)b3 b4 bl b2 
9 nin2 

We will use definite parity amplitudes, so we have to 

express the definite parity states in terms of the |JMA1A2
>. 

From eq. (4) we see that these are given by linear combin¬ 

ations of |JMAxA2> and |JM-A1-A2>. 

States with correct symmetry under particle exchange are 

constructed by using the particle exchange operator P12' 

.. 25 then 
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P12|JMA1X2> = (-D
J 2S

|JMA2A1> 

for particles 1 and 2 identical and the state of correct 

symmetry is 

^{l + (-1)2SI>
12> I JMX!X2> = /|{|JMA1A2> + (-1) 

J
|JMA2A1>} 

4 
For NN scattering there is a maximum of (2 x 1/2 + 1) =16 

helicity amplitudes (for a given I). Using (6) and (7), and 

also the fact that they are amplitudes between states of 

identical particles, we find that there are only 5 indepen- 

33 
dent ones (for a given I); let us choose 

Tx = <1/2, 1/2|T|1/2, l/2> 

T2 = <1/2, 1/2|T|-1/2, -l/2> 

T3 = <1/2, -1/2|T|1/2, -l/2> 

T4 = <1/2, -1/2|T|-1/2, 1/2> 

T5 = <1/2, 1/2|T|1/2, -l/2> 

and then the definite parity partial wave helicity amplitudes 

are 

,JP 
1 = hp J dx <(x>1 VT2] 

,JP 
3 

= hp j dx < (x> 'W 

p = ±(-l)J (9) 

,JP 
5 = hp j dx 

< <*> 

1—1 
+
 rH 1 II 

and, due to the different conventions, we have that 

T(A4A3A2A1) = 
X£i F(At<A3A2A1) =  EF (A 4 A 3 A 2 A x) 

(2TT) W 2 (2u) 
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where F is the amplitude as calculated from the Feynman 

diagrams, and this satisfies |T^| = 1 and thus admit 

a parametrization -v exp(i6T) sin6T, with ST real. More- 
J J J 

over /s T^P, /s T^P, and T^Pare regular at s = 0.^ 

In Appendix C we give tables for conversion between 

helicity and LS partial waves for J = 0, 1, 2. 

NN —NN* 

For the NN y NN* process we can have a maximum of 

(2 x 1/2 + l)^ x (2 x 3/2 +1) =32 amplitudes for a given 

I, but using parity conservation, eq. (6), we see that there 

are only 16 independent ones. Let, 

tJ = l 

and then 

^(PP') dx ti (X4X3X2X!) d (x) 

l/M'/i'/fr /Jrt '/*-'/*> (j* a -44> /JM-'A'A) fJ/y-'/s-fy 

fJ/ifit}) 6' L J 
yj < -t'’ -ti - trJ 

it < -t' 
V/ 

/JM-'/i Vt> ti K ' -H -ti 
IJV-U-'A) ci . ti < -ti 

» 

TABLE I 

As the definite parity helicity states for NN are given 

by 
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I/|(|JX1X2> ± | J-X i~X 2>) P = +("!)' 

and those for NN* by 

/i(|jX1X2> ± |J”X! — X 2 >) P = ± (-1)' 

we have that 

and 

*=1,4+' t5,8?' *9,12+' fc13,16+ are for parity ±<‘1)J 

*2,3+' *6,7+' *10,11+' *14,15+ are for parlty -(-1)J 

where we have defined t’T , , = ± t.; and note that there 
iO± l 3' 

are only 12 independent amplitudes because for T = 1, which 

is the only state in which NN and NN* can couple, we have 

that - \j-%h> for NN is not an allowed state because 

of the generalized Pauli principle. Also, for the same 

reason, for J = odd the only allowed states for NN will be 

with Xi^X2. 

For the non-relativistic limit where we can use the usual 

LS states, we include in Appendix C the transformation tables 

for J = 0, 1, 2 between the LS partial wave amplitudes and 

the helicity partial wave amplitudes. 
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IV. THE BORN AMPLITUDES 

In this section we proceed to calculate the Born amp¬ 

litudes for the two processes, NN >- NN and NN ► NN*. 

These amplitudes are given by the one pion exchange dia¬ 

grams which we calculate using the Feynman rules. They 

are calculated for initial and final helicity states. 

A. CALCULATION 

1. NN —--5- NN 

The interaction Lagrangian we use for the NNn vertex is 

2 
L (x) = ig:^ (x) Y5T*^(X)4< (x): / ^ 15 

where ip (x) is the (eight component) nucleon field and <j> (x) 

is the pseudoscalar isovector pion field. 

The Born amplitude is then given by 

9 4 m2 
F13(XltX3X2X1) = ig

Z (2tr; ^[Ap (X 4 X 3 X 2 X1) -Ag (A 4 X 3 X2X 1) ] 

■Xia> (r4r3r2rl> (1) 

where particles 1,2 (3,4) are incident (final) with momen- 

tun p^ and helicity Xand with isospin r^. is the 

isospin amplitude which will be calculated in Appendix B, 

and AD and A£ are given by 

A
D(*4

x3x2xl) = [u(p' ,X4) Y5u(-p,A2) ] [t-/i
2]~1[u(-pl ,X3) 

YS^fp^!) ] 

AE(XUX3X2XI) = [u(P' ,X4)Y5U(P,X1) ] [U-JI
2]_1[U (-p',X3) 

Y5u(-p,X2)] 
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We only want to calculate the J=0 , T=1 amplitudes due 

to OPE, and from Section III, we have that they are given by 

Ti% = I /dx Vx> ' <** I *<-%-% I m l I -**> ]} 

= | j dx Po (X) {[AD (hhhh) -AE (¥s¥s) ] + [AD ihh-h-h) - 

AE (kh-h-h) ] ) 

and AD and A£ are calculated in Appendix D to be 

AD(1/2, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2) = AE(1/2, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2) 

AD(1/2, 1/2, -1/2, -1/2) = (4m2)"1 

t-y 

Aj.d/2, 1/2, -1/2, -1/2) = (4m2)"1 

u-y 

= 0 

and then we obtain for the helicity amplitudes 

T1,B = 0 

T, = ig2 (2TT) 4 -i- 
2,B 4E2 

t + — .2 2 t-y U-y 

(2) 

(3) 

T_ _, T, v>r a^d T,. do not contribute to J=0 scatter- 
J ^ D 4 ^ D J ^ D 

ing but they do contribute to scattering in higher angular 

33 
momentum states (except for T_ n which is equal to 0). D , r> 

Finally, the OPE partial wave helicity amplitudes for 

J=0±, 1=1 are given by 

,0± 
1, B 

Tr- = 
2 

16“TT W 

= + 2_ 
8 TT 
2 

= -1-a-, 

l 

IP 

u-y 
dx 

(l-(l+z)Qo(z) } (4) 

2p' 
where z 
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0± 2 
T, „ have kinematical singularities at s=0, s=4m . In 

order to remove this we introduce 

Pl=p/W=2, 
s-4m 

T 

o± -l 
and in the dispersion equations we will use BP^ which 

is regular at s=0, 4m . 

2. NN + NN* 

The interaction Lagrangian for the N*Nir interaction will 

34 
be assumed to be 

LXT+VT (x) = — N*Nir m 
{ :\p (x) ij) (x) 9% (x) : +h.c.} = Lj 

where we have omitted the isospin part (the isospin ampli¬ 

tudes are given in Appendix B) . Note that although 4> (x) 

is a pseudoscalar we have that is CP invariant since 

U__. (— — g il/ij; 
CP CP % 

and also 

UCP<3,, + )UCT = -9PP3''* 

U' = LT CP I CP I 

(no summation!) 

To determine the effective coupling constant G, we cal¬ 

culate the N* decay rate r and equate it to the experimental 

value (which is the full width at half maximum of the res¬ 

onance curve). From Appendix A we have 

r = T~ fi M- [m+E(q)] 
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where q is the momentum of the nucleon and E(q) its energy, 

evaluated in the CM system. 

We want to calculate the amplitudes corresponding to 

the following diagrams 

N. 

N, 

N* 4 

N, 

N 

N, 

N* 

N, 

The minus sign is due to the fact that we must antisym¬ 

metrize the NN state. Using the Feynman rules we obtain 

2. 
"l,B ^Xl*X 3^2^ 1) - (2ir) (-i) i 

3., m M 
1 

cfG 
E1E2E3E4 m 

{MB^D(X4X3X2AI)-MB^E(X4A3X2X1) }A 
(b) 

/1— \ 

where X^ ; is the isospin amplitude, and 

- -> k _ ^ 
MB D

(X*»A3X2Xi) = “u 'A4)U(”P/A2) —jluC-p' ^sJYgUCpXj) 
’ ^ t-y 

- -+ k' _ ^ ^ 
MB = <•> (P' ,X4)u(+p,Xi) [“—duf-p' ,X3) Y5u(-pX2) 

' M u-y 

where k , k' are the momentum transfers, 
y y 

We are only interested here in the J=0±, 1=1 and there¬ 

fore the only cases we need consider* are 

9-. A 4 = X 3=X 2 = X i 

b. X4=X3~~'2 and X2=Xj
=—^ 

*See Appendix C and Table I in Section III. 
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Actually, we want definite parity amplitudes, and from 

Section III we see that they are given by 

m?;B = f /{[MBiD(HHhk)-MB'EiHkkh)n 

[Mg g (^T2 —Mg £ ('2^2** ^2~^2 ) ] }PQ (x) dx (5) 

These are calculated in Appendix D, where we get 

M 0+ 
1,B 

2 A , wJ/PE4,+ ,Pr>, ,p'E1 + 1
t'lJ41+, 

3 2pp1 {Q0(Z)[Z ( M A1+2A1)+Z ( M~A1+ M A2 

PE, 

, , p.-.P'E. + n pE4A + p, -N , , pE4 a+ P'Ea+, , ,rs +(~2
A
I+ M A2)]+Z( M A1-2A1)+(- M A2 M Ax)} (6) 

and 

M 
0- 2 A 
1,B 3 2pp 

,.,r.2/ pE4;+,P.-,P'Ea+ 
pE4A+, i {Qc(z)[z ( M A2+2A2)+Z(- M A2~ M Ax) 

+ (-E^~-P,ea
+\ i +z /+£_4.A

+
_Ea“) + /p 4 + pjj: +A (7) 

' 2 2 M M 2 2’ K M 1 M 2; ] w; 

where we have defined 

\| 

(E3+m)(E4+M) 

2m 2M 

1 2 2 2 
Z = 4ppT OnT+M -2y -s} 

AT ? = IH- [1+- 

.2 

E+m 1 -(E3+m)(E4+M) 

2 

] 

and A 2 = 2p' [' (E+m) (E4+M) “ E3+m
J 

Finally, we obtain for the normalized partial wave helicity 

amplitudes for J=0~/ 1=1 
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0 

1, 

(2ir) 4 

(2u) 5 
(-i) 

2 . 
l 

N 

3,, m M 
E1E2E3E4 

2£ 
M W /E1E2E3E4 

« 
0 

I, 
X 
(b) 
1=1 

where 

(8) 

as calculated in Appendix B. 

The t^* have kinematical singularities at both thres- 
1,B 

holds, p »■ 0, p' >- 0, and at s=0 

singularities by defining 

, = E = I 
1 W 2 V 

s-im^ 

P2 = jjp = |[s- (M+m) 2] [s- (M+m) 
2] 

We remove these 

(9) 

(10) 

0 **■ —^ 
and then we have that t^~B(p^P2) 2 do not have kinematical 

singularities in the physical region. They do have some 

kinematical singularities at s = 0 but they will not be 

considered here. They can be taken into account by 

working in the Js plane but that would introduce other 
difficulties. 
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B. ANALYTIC STRUCTURE OF THE BORN AMPLITUDES 

1. T 
1,B 

First define 

BZ*i (s) = -1, . 
11 Pn (s) 

T£.B<8> 
2 

s-4m 
T 
0± 
1 r B 

This will be the input amplitude to the N/D equations. Al¬ 

so, the dynamical cuts of the amplitude for the process 

NN >• NN will be the same as those of B^^(s) . 

According to our conventions, for this process we have 

s = 4(p^+m^) 

2 
t = — g+y -ctcose 

u = -3+ y+acose 

2 2 2 
where a = 2p and g = 2p +y 

The helicity amplitudes, as we have seen, contain terms 

proportional to Q-,.(-g/a) where 
J 

P 

p. (cose) , ,.j+l 

 2~ d(cose) =  Qj ( 3/a) 
t-y 

Then, for B^ we will have a term proportional to 

= h 

1_ 
2a 

In 
g+a 
g-a 

The analytic structure of this function is well known, it 

is analytic everywhere except on the logarithmic cut. 

Let w = B—— and define the principal branch of the log 

for - TT < arg w < TT and log w = |w| + iri arg w 
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so the Riemann surface of as a function of s will be 

an infinite number of copies of the s plane, each with a 

cut which goes from s = -« to s = 4m -y , and the sheets 

are joined in the usual way. The physical sheet is the 

2 2 
one for which arg s e(-ir,Tr). As s = 4m -y is a zero of 

w(s), we have that 

disc {-5— In l-^-} 2a $-a 

2 2 
for s < 4m -y . 

iri 
a (s) 

2 t 
0± 
1,B 

Here we define 

B 12 (s) = B^(s) = [Pl(s)p2 (s) ] ^t^B 

This will be the other input of the N/D equations. Its cuts 

are those of the amplitude for NN > NN*. 

For this process we have, 

s = 4(p^+m^) 

2 
t = -0+y -aCOS0 

2 
u = -3+y +acos0 

where a(s) = 2pp' = ^•[i(s-a1) (s-a2) (s-a3) ]^ 

and j}(s) = —j[3m^+M^-2y^-s] = ^-(s-a) 

and we have defined 

2 2 2 
a = 3m +M -2y -s 
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2 
a^ = 4m = the elastic threshold 

2 
a3 = (M+m) = the elastic threshold 

a^ = (M-m)2 

The analytic structure of B-^fs) is that of 

(-e/a) = -^Q (e/a) = --ln|^ 
a o a o a 3-a 

and we will study the structure of the latter function, 

Let 

w 
/ , _ e (s)+a (s) 
( ' e(s)-a(s) 

The log w has branch points at w=0 and at w=-<», i.e., where 

a (s) = ±e(s) (11) 

As lim w(s) = -1, we have that s=0 is not a logarithmic 
s->0 

branch point, and then (11) gives 

2 2 
s +s (-a +a1a2+a1a3+a2a3)-a1a2a3 = 0 (12) 

whose roots are 

s± = ■|[3m2+M2-y2] J (4m2~vi2) [ (m+y) 2-M2] [M2- (m-y ) 2] (13) 

35 
Following Mandelstam , we know that the position of the 

singularities is obtained by letting the mass of an external 

particle (in our case the N*) become complex by adding +ie 

and then taking the limit as the variable mass approaches 

its value. Also, our amplitudes should not have a cut as 

14 
a function of the external mass , so we could add -ie and 
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obtain the same result. Thus, what we want to see is the 

path of s+ as we vary the external mass from the value at 

which the particle would be stable to its observed value. 

To do this, call the mass of the external particle to and 

also define x, 

2 2 
to = (m+y) +x+ie x e R e > 0 

2 2 2 
Note that if (m-y) <to <(m+y) , i.e., if N and N* are stable 

then the branch points are on the real line. We then have 

o ^ 2 2.h , , ~ 2. .x.(4m -y ) 
s (x) = 2m +my+'2±-i 2 ■ — f x(x+4my)+ie(2x+4my) + le 

Let us examine the radical as a function of x, 

x < 0 i) x <-4my large imaginary part > 0. 

ii) -4my < x<-2my small positive imaginary 
part (i.e., goes to zero 
with e); 

iii) -2my < x < 0 small imaginary part < 0. 
Note that here, as we vary 
x continuously, we have 
entered the second sheet 
of the square root. 

iv) x > 0 large negative imaginary 
part. 

It is easily seen that to first order in e the point where 

2 
s becomes real is s > 4m and is independent of e. Let 

XQ = -2my+2ri n small and > 0 

s+(x0) = 2ra2+n 4m^y^-4n^~4ien +ie/2 
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2 

= 2m2+n+ (4m2-y2) ^m (1—+i|-[l- (4m2-y2) 
2m y my 

so s+ becomes real when 

n is 3 —^ (4m2-y2)'1 = 1 
itUi 
2 

i.e., n = which certainly is small. The exact value of 

2 
s' for which s+(x) crosses the Re(s) axis is s = 4.13 (BeV) . 

2 
Finally, when UJ = M we have that 

s+ (M) = (2.08 ± 3.85i) (BeV)2 

Let sx = 2.08 + i3.85 

s2 = 2.08 - i3.85 

Let A be the sheet of a(s) for which for very large sa+s, 

also let 

w (s) 
8 (s)+a (s) 
8(s)-a(s) 

then, on sheet A, s^ is a pole of w(s) and S2 is a zero of 

w(s). (In the other sheet of a(s) it is the other way a- 

round.) Thus, we can draw a cut in the log surface from 

s^ to S2» This log cut is not the only one that log w(s) 

has. It is easy to see that s=-°° is a pole of w(s) (for s 

on sheet A), so we need to study more carefully the struc¬ 

ture of —jrsy In w(s).* 

*In Appendix E, we do the analysis.of a simpler function 

which still has the same general properties of ^ log ——. 
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Let ct^s) 

f (s) 

sa(s) and 6^(s) = sg(s), then 

s , g(s)+ct(s) _ 1 ‘ ^(sj+a-^s) 
o(s) xn g(s) -a(s) a x (s) 

xn g1(s)-a]L(s) 

First let us examine the cuts in a^(s). a^(s) is ana¬ 

lytic on a two sheeted Riemann surface. The branch points 

are at s=0, s=a^, 3=3^, and s=a^. Let 

e = tan'
1 [gUgh 

0^ = tan 

Re (s) 

-1 rIm(s) 
Re(s)-a / i = 1, 2, 3 

then a(s) = |a(s)| exp[^-(ex + e2+e3+e) ] 

the two sheets, A and B, will be defined by 

s on sheet A when -3TT/2 < e < TT/2 0 < el < 2 TT 

1 
. 

=* A
 

C
D
 

ro
 < 7T 0 C

O
 

C
D
 

V
 < 2 TT 

s on sheet B when TT/2 < 0 < 5 TT /2 0 < 0! < 2TT 

=s A
 

C
D
 

ro
 < TT 0 C

O
 

C
D
 

V
 < 2 TT 

and so forth. Thus the sheets A and B will have the follow¬ 

ing cuts: 

The cut beginning at s=Q was chosen in the above manner 

for simplicity, for later the cut in log w(s) is going to 

be taken along the negative real s. We actually want the 
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cuts of a^(s) to be on the Re(s) line and the cut as defin¬ 

ed above on the positive Im(s) has to be rotated by TT/2, but 

this will not alter our conclusions for the physical sheet; 

this will be shown later. 

Now we need to examine the Riemann surface for log w(s). 

Note that the surface for w is also a two sheeted surface 

because w satisfies 
* 

w2[8i(s)-a2(s)]-2w[g2(s)+a2(s)] + [g2(s)-a2(s)] = 0 (14) 

2- 2 and and 8^ are polynomials in s; also it is clear that 

and w(s). have the same branch cuts. We define the prin¬ 

cipal branch of the log when arg (w) e (—TT , IT) . Now we have to 

see what surface we are to construct as domain for the log 

as a function of s. 

We have already seen that for s on sheet A we have a 

pole of w at -°°, another pole at s^ and a zero of w at $2' 

These are the only zeroes or poles of w(s) for s on sheet 

A. Now, to obtain the branch cut for the log w, we can only 

join a zero and a pole of w (we cannot join two zeroes or 

two poles). So there is no problem with defining a cut be¬ 

tween s^ and , this cut can be defined so that it does 

not cross any of the square root cuts due to a^(s), and so 

there will be a cut between s^ and on sheet A and a cut 

between S2 and s^ on sheet B. Now we must deal with the 

branch point at s=-«. This is a pole type branch point (b.p.) 
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and it must be joined to a zero type b.p., but there are 

no more of the zero type b.p. This problem is solved by no¬ 

ticing that on sheet B there is an extra zero type b.p. at 

s=-°°, and it turns out that the log cut begins at s=-°° on 

sheet A, goes along the negative real s up to s=0 (which is 

a square root b.p.) and goes into sheet B where it goes to 

s=-co (thus, note that the sense of the branch cut will be 

different on both sheets). 

This is shown by mapping -« < w < 0 into the s-plane. 

This is done by solving (14) for s. We get 

3 2 
s+ps+gs+r=0 

where 

12 
P = —^[w ("Za+a^a^a^) +2w (2a+a^+a2+a3) + (^a+a^a^a^ ] 

12 2 2 
? -"4^[w ^1^2™"^ 1^32^3^ ta^a2*^"^i^3*^"^2^3 ^ 

2 
+(a —a^a2_a^a2—a2&2)] 

r = -^tw2+2w+Ua1a2a3 • 

When we let w vary between -«> and 0, we obtain the cuts 

described above. In Fig. 1 we plot the log cuts for s on 

sheet A of a^(s), i.e., where ^ s for large s. 

Now we want to find the surface over which f is analyt¬ 

ic, except at some branch points. 

We have already defined the surface for a^(s), it con¬ 

sists of two sheets A and B connected along the cuts shown 
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on page 40. Now let s lie on 

sheet An when a(s) in on A and arg(w) e ((2n-l) TT , (2n+l) TT) 

A 
-n 

arg(w) £ H2n+1)TT, - (2n-l) 7T) 

B 
n 

B arg(w) £ ((2n-l) TT , (2n+l) TT) 

B 
-n 

arg(w) £ H2n+1) TT , -(2n-l) TT) 

For s on these sheets, 

log w(s) 

log w(s) 

log/w(s)/+2nij 

-log/w(s)/-2TTij 

arg w on any Aj 

arg w on any B ^ , j any integer 

In Fig. 3 we show the cuts on the and and how they are 

connected, i.e., the square root cuts connect A^ with B_^ 

and the log cuts connect A. with A.,. and B. with B.,. where 
D D±1 3 3±1 

the + sign stands when one goes down on the left hand log 

cut and from right to left on the log cut between s^ and s2« 

From the above, we see that if for s e R one has that 

on 

Aj log w(s) = log/w (s)/ + 2trij 

Bj log w(s) = -log/w (s)/ - 2irij 

Now it only rests to find what happens when we have the 

full function 

_1  

a1 (s) 

^ (sj+c^ (s) 

31 (s) -c^ (s) 
f (s) log 
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CUTS FOR LOG W(S) . 

— ■ LOGARITHMIC BRANCH CUTS 

=s=== SQUARE ROOT BRANCH CUTS 

FIGURE 3 
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Let 

sheet I =1 = 1 such that log w is over A^ or Bo 

II+ i—1 
<
 or 1—1 

III+ A or B?' and so z z 
forth, 

and II 1—1 1 or B-1 

III- A_2 or B-2' and so forth. 

Now let stand for the i— Roman numeral, and let s e R, 

then over 

sheet I f (s) = -y-^y In |w(s) | 

IX± f(s> - -[IT ln |w(s)| 

and in general, over sheet 

f ^ = |a (s) | ln lw^s^ I * | a (s) | n = 0, 1, 2,   

now let us see how they are connected. 

Firstly, note that sheet I does not have any square root 

cut, it only has the logarithmic cuts. Going down on the 

left hand cut one gets to sheet II+, and going up on it one 

gets to II . Going from right to left on the log cut on 

the right hand side one goes from I to II+. Sheet I does 

not have any square root cuts because they connect AQ to 

BQ and they define sheet I (the square root cuts connect 

I+ and I but they are the same sheet). Sheet I is drawn 

of Fig. 1. 

For i > 1, Q+ is connected to the following sheets: 



through its square root cuts 

through its logarithmic cuts, 
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Qi 
Qt±i 

and analogously for Q^, i > 1. 

Finally, let us discuss briefly what happens when we 

rotate the cut in a(s) that lies on the Im(s) axis by ir/2 

so that it lies on the negative real s axis. As we have 

said above, sheet I is not altered (since it does not have 

the square root cuts) but the others are. One has to con¬ 

sider that when one crosses the negative real s one is 

changing both the determination of ct-^(s) and of log w(s), 

and one proceeds exactly as above. 
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V. COUPLED CHANNELS N/D EQUATIONS 

In this section we deal with the coupled NN and NN* chan¬ 

nels. The N/D method of Section II generalizes easily to 

take into account a two channel process and we obtain equa¬ 

tions for the amplitudes. The only inputs that we use for 

the equations are the NN ► NN and NN »• NN* Born amp¬ 

litudes. We do not include any input for the. NN* ■* NN* 

process, and thus the amplitude obtained for this process 

is just the part due to the coupling to the NN channel. 

In our study, we are considering two coupled channels 

and we must generalize the N/D method for these processes. 

Call the NN channel 1 and the NN* channel 2, then we have 

that is the partial wave helicity amplitude for the pro¬ 

cess with initial channel j and final channel i. We also 

th 
define a kinematical factor for the i— channel. Then 

let 

-3* 

M. . = F. . (p .p .) 2 

13 13 13 

no sum over i,j and then 

M = (M. .) = N/ D = 
Nn N12^ D22 °12 

13 
N N n21 -22 "

D
21 

D
11J 

36 

(1) 

Bjorken and Nauemberg have shown that if the input 

to the N/D equations is symmetric then the resulting M 

is symmetric, as it should be by time reversal invariance. 

In this thesis we are going to consider an approximation 
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to the full complex cuts in t^g. It consists in taking 

for the complex cut in (M^) just two separate log cuts, 

one in the first quadrant and the other in the fourth quad¬ 

rant of sheet I, see Fig. 2. In this way, the contours in 

the integral equations for are not altered and the re¬ 

sulting equations are much simpler than the equations that 

take into full account the complex cut.* Only . N has these 

cuts and one must take them such that N is still a real 

analytic function, except on the cuts for B . The other 

parameters can be fixed by requiring that the approximate 

function, approximate as well as possible the actual 

OPE input over some set in the s plane. 

We also take the N* as a zero width particle. 

Then, for each parity, and omitting the J=0 superscript, 

for i,j = 1,2 

disc = (disc Mik)Dk. = c.-lDkj (2) 

disc = (disc M = pi^Nij (no sum over i) (3) 

s > a. 
l 

where disCL 0, and the are given in 

page 35. 

We then have 

*See Ref. 14 for the integral equations with full complex cut 

for the TTN -»■ uNand TTN -> pN processes. 
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1 /ds ■1/.. 

1 /ds' -1, , 
— / —:  a. _ (s' 
v I s'-s 12 
-i» _ 

21 

N 12 

TT / s'-s 12 

- 1 / ds' -1, . 

N22(S) IT / s'-s a21(s')D12 

(s') 

(s ' )+A12 (s)D21 (s) (4a) 

(s ' ) 

(s')+A12(S)D22(S) (4b) 

(S')+A21(S)DI;L(S) (4c) 

(s ' )+A21 (S)D12 (S) (4d) 

where 

y3 -1, „ r
s"sc"iY2 s"sc+iYl- A,0(s) = A~. (s) = — a„, (s)ln{— r-.    12 21 ir 21 s-s +iy~ s-s^-iy 

c z ^ ’c A,1 

where 

s = 3m2+M2-y2 = 4.13(BeV)2 

c 

is the point where the exact cut crosses the Re(s) axis. 

Thus, we are approximating B^2(s) by l^2(s), where 

,6 

1 / ds' -1 
5^12 (s) = r I ^(s')+A10(s) ir I s'-s 12 

:to 

12 (5) 

and y 1 y2/Y3 are parameters, see Fig. 2. y3 gives a value to 

the discontinuity across the cuts introduced and Y2rYi»Yi 

describe the length of the cut and distance from the real 

s axis. They can be fixed by having 

.b 

|£°2(S) - (s)|2ds 12 
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minimized on a properly chosen interval [a,b]. 

With the cuts for N as above, we have that the con¬ 

tours in the dispersion integrals for (from a^ to oo) 

are not altered (the dynamical and kinematical cuts do not 

overlap), and the do not have the complex cut. We then 

get the following dispersion equations for the ^, with 

D11(s) = 1 - 

D12<
s> = 

D2I<S) - 

D
22(S) = 1 - 

(s'so> / ds- 

M, 

(s-so> I ds' 

'A’l 

(s-so> / as' 
TT 

(s-so> / ds' 

that Dij(sQ)= 6. . . 
ID 

1 (s ' )NI;L (S ') (6a) 

P1 (s' )N12 (S 
1
) (6b) 

P2 (s ' )N21 (S ') (6c) 

P2(S')N22(S,) 
(6d) 

Inserting these equations in the equations for (equations 

4), we get after some algebraic manipulation 

r* 
ds1 KI;L (S ,s JSq) p1 (s ' )N1X NI;L(S) = bi;L(s) + • 

J ft, 
f3? 

^12 (s) =bi?(s) + / ds' Ki i (s,s)s^) pn (s ' )Nn 0 (s ') 12 11 o'pl ’12 

N2I(S) = b91 (S) + / ds' Q91 (s(s|sj P1 (s ' )N1 (s ') 21 21 ’o' P1 ’ll 

N, 

(s') (7a) 

(s') (7b) 

(s') (7c) 

(s') (7d) 

% 
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where 

blx(s) = B^Cs) + I ds' Q10(sfs',srt) P0(S')B91 (s') 11 12 o' 2 ' 21 

~ t»2i (s) — B.^2(s) 

b22(s) = 0 

and 

1T^ iS '-S ) 

1 (s-so> 

ds 

7T (s'-S )(s'-s) 12 

„ (s"-Bo>al2(s"> 
(s"-s) (s"-s1 ) 

A,~(s) 

Q2I<S,S\So) 

and 

KI;L(S,S' ,So) ds" 
(s""so)aii(s,,) 

TT
2
(S'-S ) / (s"-s)(s"-s*) 

~C0 
fnP 

+ / ds" Q12(S,S",SQ)P2(S")Q21(S",S',SQ) 

Q/Z 

Thus the whole problem has been reduced to solving two 

integral equations (7a and 7b) with the same kernel • 

and then once one has solved these equations for N^, N^2 

one can obtain N2^, N22 from 7c and 7d respectively and the 

from equations 6. 

It is not difficult to include the width of the N*. To 

do this we need to change a2 from the value for a zero width 

2 2 
N*, a2 = (m+M) to a2 = (2m+y) which is the threshold for 
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14 23 
the NNir process and one also needs to change ' the 

p2^ = by changing p1 to 

p^(s) = | du) 6 [to-(m+y) 2] 0 [ (s^-m)-w]p' (u) | f (CJ) | 
2 

-AO 

td'/L -*n? 

dw p* (tu) | f (to) | 

where f(oi) is the resonance form for the irN P-wave amplitude, 

I f(“) \ = T 

and 

2M(T/2) 

(w-M2)2+[(2M)r/2]2 

2. ^ 2- 
tp‘ (w) ] 2 = [w- (s'2+m) “] [to- ( s 2-m) “] 

where u is the cm energy of the TTN system and r (w) is the 

width of the N* resonance, which is calculated in Appendix 

A to be 

„, , _ 1 ,G . 2 3 ,m , 1. 
r M
 3IT (2mJ g M + M 

These changes can also be incorporated simply to equa¬ 

tions 6 and 7 for D. . and N. .. 
ID 13 

Thus we have reduced the complexity of the coupling of 

the NN and NN* channels for the T = 1, J = 0 amplitudes 

basically to the solution of one integral equation with 

kernel given by (s,s',s )(s'), with all the integrals 

being over intervals in the Re(s) axis. 

There is still much that we need to do on this problem, 

though we will not do it in this thesis. The immediate im- 
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.provements will be the inclusion of the full effects of the 

complex singularities on the calculations. This can be done 

by writing the unitarity equations as a function of the irN 

mass and continuing them analytically until the mass equals 

that of the N*. To obtain a realistic NN interaction we 

also need to include the exchanges of bosons than the pion. 

These exchanges do not introduce additional cuts in the amp¬ 

litude, they only change the discontinuity across the left 

hand cut. Another factor which should be taken into ac¬ 

count is the NN* »• NN* OPE amplitude. One of the prob¬ 

lems that this brings is an additional cut in the physical 

region (a cut which essentially correspond to an exchange 

of a real pion). This cut introduces further complications 

in the N/ D equations. The above is always based in con¬ 

sidering the NNn in the isobar approximation; it also'is 

necessary to try to estimate the importance of this assump¬ 

tion. A more ambitious program would also consider channels 

with more than one pion, such as the NNTTTT channel which could 

in a first approximation be considered as N*N*. 
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APPENDIX A 

In this appendix we calculate the decay rate r of the 

N* in order to fix the value of the N*Ntr coupling constant. 

Thus we want to calculate the amplitude for the following 

diagram. 

With the interaction Lagrangian given on page 3/ , we 

have that 

n = 

where 

(%J fa, 4 ‘W'-t-vfg, /r/‘ 
' Sf>//ft j to *~t 

1- . 

In the CM of the N*f p = (M,0); ^ = (E-^q) ; q2 = (io,-q), then 

n
 - af i Lfa ^ w 

The projection operator for spin 3/2 positive energy 

spinors is 
3 f 

V|p> %r[ "jsf *A- &*>-*-}■)/ 
and the one for spin 1/2 spinors is f\+ ($ ) - + ■**- 

and then 

1*11* s ZL / ^ "r($j) fa (?l] 
Jb/rrS’ * ~ J 
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where the (-1) comes from the way in which we have normal¬ 

ized a) to . (See Sec. II, 7) This is easily calculated to 
p v 

be 

2L /f/* * +£o ■ 
* < y 

then 

z a* fart- £,) 
Jr* * 

let z = E^+w, dz = g dg; |r-- and thus we get 

inserting the experimental values, one obtains 

2 
* 54 
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APPENDIX B 

ISOSPIN AMPLITUDE FACTORS 

a, NN NN 

b. NN NN* 

(N
+
T.N)6..(N

+
T.N) 

. i IJ D ' 

(N
+
T.N)6. . (N*

+
N) 

l ' i] ' 3 

/pp> /p^> f/K 

Ip p> Afci 0 o o 

/p»l> 0 iK-x?] O 

0 iK-C] 0 

/*IM> 0 0 o 

A 
(a) 
1=0 -3 

A 
(a) 
1=1 1 

' /PP> /P^> , /<np> //*/«> 

/p/v**> -£ C, C o 

/p H*v> O 
,(b) 

-/ Arw o 

/PA/*'? o 0 $>z, 

U /V^V T Az+/ 0 0 

0 
.(b) 

0 

0 0 J- f cz*/ 

(b) 
1= 

-2 
V 

CN |oo 
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APPENDIX C 

In this appendix we give the transformation tables be¬ 

tween LS amplitudes and the partial wave helicity amplitudes. 

These were obtained using the following formula to trans¬ 

form the LS states to helicity ones'. 

A/X/b y — Ihll. <L, */ s; * A, AX St, $ .k,-lt,k}/M S> j 1* 
zstt 

NN -> NN (T = 1 only) 

J = 0 

J = 1 

J = 2 

\IJIJ 
Nll\ X 3P r0 

X a* 0 

JPo 0 *r 

N^Jhl 
Je 

* 

'P, AT 

'4 

% 4? o O 

}4 0 At At 
3F> 0 AT At 

xr . r-' 

*r = x /- 

if 

A. 
2- 

X*' 

w- 
/?/• - * 5 

f?{ -- 



NN NN* (T = 1 only) 

'A 

% Aff — 

'4 A? — — 

% # — — 

% *? - - 

- AT As' 

'* — AT AT 
— AT AT 

SH — , AT , A2; 
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Pw +1 t;,. | tir. V- 1 [7* 

A? j? W W 

AY — rr 0 

AY W -J%T f? 

S fl? {*£ 

P=-i t* 6f„ ^9,nr rz l-AJr jl?A ul w<v/> /.* L
/*,/*■ 

4,1' W» 1% 0 n: \ % Jt 0 

4T R • 0 'W "fe 
0 -■PC 11/ 

tf' 
-R. ]¥o 0 «• -s 0 

vir ; o 'Wo 'R 0 R 
At ft -W > %*> 0 R \ W /{« w 0 

At ~l%o 0 R \% jfe 0 -rz -R 
At -W (% -ft 0 R > w. w 0 

At .ifc 0 -R , w 'W‘ 0 . R " > % 
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APPENDIX D 

CALCULATIONS OF THE BORN AMPLITUDES 

NN +■ NN 

Here it only rests to calculate A^, AE for ^ 

and l,,* - A* - -A, 

a. Ay ° A^ — X3 •* \f & ?/i. 

^ M-fA) =° 

b. 

£ irp'/Zi) fs A C-'P/A) =0 
AyO/ift.#. a) =. Ag'A &) so 

Ay - AZc ~ Af =■ % 

U'(pl//i)Yi‘
u-l-p,-'/i)* * / &7&/i , wt-m, -£_+&*+&/*) 

24ft ^ £?+*rt tr t*n / 

-i£, 
41 

U/'j 
Ft*» [0/ 

/ 
0 

% (-P'I Ef** [-sU* *>/L 

£t*1 

- -i£ £0«ft 
4ti 

and anologously, 

~_P_ 0 
£■+** / 
0 

’ / 

/£ (P/k)~ 

& ('?'/ Vi) M'P,‘//z) =££***■&/; 
/>ft 
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and therefore. 

Aj, L'h f/t -k -H) * (-*»*&) ^ r J: 
***' tyU* 4M* 

AZOA'A iff - _/_ JUL. 
JU. yU1- 4/»tl ZJLyU 

NN ->- NN* 

-I ' • ■ 

where 

^6tD (Wil,) « (Pjtf}*' t~A, hj ^ *SU 

%,e (^ ~ 4* CPtty **• LP/ i t) -Af (# -fV'*' L'P, h)*sA (~P' **) 

and 

nr (p,«)- jp ptr'l‘>)M(r'/A) + 
e/1 ?/J # (t',-aj 

Mr* Py-Pf. 
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Multiplying out the spinors, we get 

| A (pj /A ) (-P, ftjj f A ('l1, thj ^5 V- (£ I W} » ” A ^ ^ <::- 

{'£'f'A-jfsMilli/A)} - -'/zM+teAd+C* 

{a (?\<h)H-h'M * (.~Pf I‘Ms 4-1 Pr'^l * -ft A 6fCr 

ffity-fiJA'l-rr'/dH & ft IV'M - Vi A6-C+ 

ln(p'/Al^lprf^h M~P/uJ A {*-p/ ~//t)j = '/i(t"&>e) 4QTC+ 

(p'r'h)/*. Oy'/Jj(^ (-^,/yy *5 A(-w4 * # y^/3_ C* 
where 

1 . I 1 

/) i * E~hM l £?3 +M) 
^ 1 2* "z^8* 

/ £ /v-' 

* /»/"£4-s*')'f ■£. />*{£} t*rtj ' 

Using eqs. (6) and (8) on pages 2o,2/we also get 

</ !e',0 ^-- £ 

(?,*) Mf.* (?'£’-/>%, t*?&? 

e/tlP'fi)AL -- ZL /> 
f f /JT 

(P',0) *L = J- (p'E ■* p^t, 07&) i / /f 
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Now, let x = cos0, then 

/ i -fi + /A.1- at 

M. s -p -if-1 -tdx a, g defined on page 

Zr = - &/d 

and then one has that 

/ 

* Qote) ~J- CC <X 

iA £U*)~ £ 
ct oc- 

We also need to define 

A?* 8+.C±- 

Then, putting all of these together one gets 

■= i/r ± l PH At ( 'H*L - PH A( (*<** + f>J« 6l (*a* 
' r * ( M }H t-/*.' ^ J M j 

y />£* 6? [Hdz - e. 4" /(r^AldJt: J 
J tyfi 2 J ^ J 

i j Qji)[**(?*?■ 4/% eg? ) 

■+ I-iA, + z (-pjvAt "C At) + (-/Hz At -PH A(JJ 
’ 1 M J M * y rt *1 yJ 

and also the value of M? given on page Hi. 
1, L» 
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APPENDIX E 

RIEMANN SURFACE for h(Z) ** j //fete-af' ' a e R, 

This function h has the main properties of the func¬ 

tion f studied in Sec. IV but is quite simpler and thus 

allows one to see better the Riemann surface constructed. 

Let S be the Riemann surface for h, then 

h : S y C, onto and analytic (C = Complex plane) 

Let pec*) ^ vj2 
(1) 

WCb) ^ /T-+ dCh)]/[l - K(2)J (2) 

The Riemann surface for w is a two sheeted surface, con¬ 

sisting of two copies of C ( £ 0 (&}) joined along a cut 

from 0 to a. Call these copies A and B^,. To have this we 

define 

= arctan (Imz/Re z) 

02 = arctan ((Im z)/(Re(z)-a)) 

then 0, » G,° + Zm, -T 02 — 02 *** ^ 7* 

where C>£ Z7T f -#2: z rf 

and then A = j Z l //H( 1+ 

a/uf ft e #1.■ are /. ers. 

is even } 

and B = { ^ I -+■ 1 ^-z. i is odd ^ 

and the function a is then defined by 
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c(te) - U(t)l exp [ i ( e>,)/i] 

so for z on sheet A, a(z) ^ 1 for large real z and for z 

on sheet B, a(z) ^ -1 for large real z. Let S be the Rie- 
a 

mann surface consisting of A and B as defined above, then 

ci •• * * <t ( analytic. 

Now let us consider log w(z). From (1) and (2) we have 

that 

I a. + A. (A/ ■* JL ) 
l if «/ / 

(3) 

Thus we see that z maps the exterior of the unit circle in 

A 
the w-plane to C and the interior onto another copy of the 

Riemann sphere. These two surfaces are joined along ze(0,a), 

(which corresponds to |w| = 1). 

  
aj 

*ei 

Note that the sense of the curves inside the |w| =1 circle 

is inverted by the map z. We define the surface for log w 

by having the principal branch of the log for -if £ oAtjivj) i_ IT , 

i.e., the cut on the w-plane extends from to 0. Now we 

map this cut by z into S^. From (3) we have that 

-z&iwc-t is mapped onto - /%=. ^ ■s-1-o on sheet A 

and -/ ctA/40 is mapped onto o > T? on sheet B. 

Thus we see that the cut goes along the negative real z on 
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sheet A and then crosses into sheet B by the (square root) 

branch point at z=0 and returns to z=-~ on sheet B. Note 

that the sense of the cut is opposite in both sheets. 

Now we have, for j=0, ±1, ±2,... 

when a is on sheet A, log w on sheet A^ for 

arg w & [ (zj-0TT, oj-vO-iO 

and when a is on sheet B, log w on sheet B^ for 

& ( KJ-QT , (-Zj-w)irj 

and on sheet A^ log w (z) =log |w (z) | + 2jiri 

Bj log w(z)=-log|w(z) | - 2jiri and on 

Note that we have taken into account the opposite sense of 

the log cut in A and B. 

All of these sheets are cut from -« to 0 (a log cut) and 

from 0 to a by a square root cut. The sheets are joined in 

the following way: A^ is connected through the right hand 

cut to B^ and to A^+^ through the left hand cut, and anal¬ 

ogously for B^. 

Now let us look at h(z) = and see what Riemann sur¬ 

face it has as a function of z. Note that at A. and B., 

h(z) has the same value. Thus, essentially, the factor 

l/a(z) identifies sheet A^ with sheet B^. 

Let S be the Riemann surface of h. S then consists of 

an infinite number of copies of <E. 

5 * U S? , »,2.,••• 

where 

^ &to'-i) i ~ 5 



Neighborhoods are then defined in the following way: let 

U(x) stand for a neighborhood basis about x, then for 

+ • 

x e S^, 1>1 

-;»<x<0 

0<x<a 

U -ie ) - ^2 6$ * J li-ij<5, U j Z 6 5." ^ j/t- 

{] [XM) = j i j It-xjd, %*. *>oj V^Z£ | fc-xj -&*0 Zof 

V(X'U); Iz^kS, XitSoju 

and for z not on the branch cuts there are no problems at 

all. For i=l, only has the logarithmic branch cut be¬ 

tween -30 and 0, and for x in this region 

U(x±ie) 
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